
SLUM CHILDREN STEDS DISASTER MANAGEMENT RELIEF WORK - 2020 

 

A. COVID -19 Relief Work : 

 

 Mr.N.Umapathy&Mr.N.Thangaraj – Founders of Slum Children STEDS 

submitted requisition letter to Mr.Prakash IAS Commissioner Corporation of 

Chennai , Dr.Radhakrishnan-IAS &Mr.Vishnu IAS., Special approval authority for 

obtaining permission(as laid byTamilnadu Government  norms)to distribute 

corona relief. 

 On Direction and approval from authority the corona relief as outlined below 

was effectively distributed among slums at Vyasarpadi. 

 

The Sanitation and provision material namely:  

 Soap supplied by CRY was distributed by SC STEDS over 1309 families(156 

Corporation Workers) for protection safety against Covid-19, through volunteers all 

family they were notified to wash their hands with soap for minimum of 20 seconds 

as many time as possible during the day. 

 The Chess, Ludo Material sponsored by cry as part of indoor activity for was 

provided to 1380 underprivileged children. Through this initiative children kept 

themselves busy through indoor games. 

 CRY –TVS initiated corona relief in the form of essential commodity comprising of 

Rice (10Kg),Dal(1Kg),Cooking Oil(500ml),Sugar(1Kg),Salt(1Kg),Turmeric powder 

1pkt,Pepper(1pkt),Tamarind(500g), Cummin Seed(1Pkt) and Soap (2nos) for 

1000families.This corona relief was distributed on the basis of data collection 

pertaining to the poorest slum dweller family on fixed date(2days) and timing for 

each areas namely B.kalyanapuram,A.kalyanapuram,Gandhi Nagar,SM Nagar, 

Mallipoo Colony, JJR Nagar, MGR Nagar and Udhayasuriyan Nagar. 

 As a demand for corona relief essential commodity fell short a second round of 

commodity comprising of same item where further distributed to another 400 

poorest slum dweller family. The joy on receipt of CRY TVS relief by the slum dweller 

family could not be expressed in any word as these families to live on pavement 

cannot afford anything as their lives where empty by the lockdown. 



 With the help of CRY support over 59 Mask Box contains (50mask in each box) has 

been provided to Street Cleaners, Corona Anti-protection force workers and PHC 

doctors and Nurses. 

 Manufacturer of Udhayam provision brand provided Rice bag (5Kg) and Dal (1Kg) for 

200 slum dwellers as part of corona relief. The same was  effectively distributed by 

STEDS Volunteers  

 Philanthropies Ms.Preethi resident of Chennai volunteered and provided Rice bag 

(5kg) and Dal(1Kg) for over 200 families through STEDS. The same was distributed by 

STEDS Volunteers through the downtrodden C.kalyanapuram, Magazine puram, RR 

nagar,Sundaram Street,Erikarai. 

 RR Donnelley sponsored corona need essential namely Rice (5Kg), Dal (2Kg) and 

Cooking (1kg) for 500 underprivileged families of Vyasarpadi. The STEDS team evenly 

distributed the provision to the much needed most backward community families 

dwelling in slums vyasarpadi. 

 We are highly concentrating on people of Vyasarpadi who are affected by Corona 

Symptoms advising and taking them to the nearest health centre for checking of 

Corona Test. 

 

The Corona provision relief in total was distributed to over 2700 family by STEDS Volunteers till 

date. This is deices the sanitation and indoor sports items which indeed where provided to 

1380. 


